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'particular manifestations at one or other of the many
shrines sacred to him, in the Tamil country and beyond it.
The note of devotion that sounds in such hymns is a note
familiar in the soul's approach to God, and apart from the
strangeness of the names and allusions, needs no comment
to make it clear to devout men of other races and faiths.
But there are other hymns which refuse to yield their
secret unless it is realised that they embody a very elabo-
rate symbolism, much of which is entirely foreign to
western thought. In the present selection, the Tirumruttam
of Nammalvar and the Tiritppavai of Andal are examples
of this class, and an attempt has been made to supply
sufficient explanation to make them moderately intelligible
to the reader.1 It is neither possible nor desirable to supply
a complete key to the esoteric meaning of these hymns;
commentators differ widely on many points, and all that has
here been aimed at is to suggest interpretations that may
give some clue to the poet's meaning. .No epithet is used
without a meaning on which commentators have exercised
their ingenuity at great length; and inevitably in translation
much has been lost of the finer shades of suggestion
that the original contains. At the back of all the emphasis
on the visible image or shrine lies the great thought, that
man's religion not only needs expression through the
senses, but through them also needs and receives
stimulation. The Alvars yielded themselves fully to the
ecstatic raptures that came to their senses through the
action of song and symbol. They saw God in everything,
and under the most intimate terms known to human
relationship they sought to express the passionate hunger
of the heart for him. The soul cannot find rest until it finds
God.
For those not already familiar with the intricate field of
Hindu mythology, one of the chief obstacles to the ready
understanding of such devotional hymns as those of the
Alvars is the number of incidents and epithets with which
they need to be acquainted. Here all that can be given is a
brief summary of the main beliefs about Vishnu, detailed
1 See below, pp. 49, 58-60.

